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Iron & Copper Peru
PRE-IPO OPPORTUNITY MAY 2021

RIGHT PLACE  RIGHT COMMODITY

PERU WILL SOON BE THE WORLD’S LARGEST COPPER PRODUCER, AT A TIME WHEN DEMAND IS 
ACCELERATING DUE TO EVS & ELECTRIFICATION
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DISCLOSURE/DISCLAIMER

This presentation is not part of any capital raising however is a marketing document 
by a company who is seeking to raise capital to list on the ASX in 2021.

This presentation has been prepared solely for the purpose of providing information 
only and not to be presented as a capital raising document or related information.

This presentation is not intended to provide the sole or principal basis of any 
investment or credit decision or any other risk evaluation and may not be 
considered as a recommendation by the Company or any other person in 
connection with an investment in the Company. Any Recipient should determine 
their interest in acquiring securities in the Company on the basis of independent 
investigations that it considers necessary or desirable.

This presentation has not been and will not be lodged with the Australian Securities 
and Investments Commission and is not a Disclosure Document under the 
Corporations Act nor does it contain all information that would be included in such 
a Disclosure Document. 

Any invitation to purchase or subscribe for securities constitutes an offer that does 
not need disclosure for the purposes of Section 708 of the Corporations Act 2001.
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Chala Metals Ltd: Introducing a potential Tier-1 Cu 

project in Peru (home of the mega-project)

 Peru soon the world’s largest Copper producer? (>US$10bpa being invested 
building new Tier-1 copper mines of >200ktpa)

 Chala Metals owns rights to a potential 500Mt+ IOCG Fe-Cu orebody in southern 
Peru (through deal with subsidiary AMP (Peru) S.A.C.)

 Outcropping target up to 1km wide

 Limited sampling to date, with >1.0% Cu in rock chips at surface

 Same rock types (skarn, limestone, diorite, magnetite) as major nearby Cu mines

 Introducing the Achatayhua Project 

 In private hands since discovery, Chala is bringing this large and exciting 
exploration project to the ASX in 2021

 Interest from many of the world’s largest mining companies, trading companies 
and construction groups to assist in developing the project
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Achatayhua Fe-Cu prospect, large outcropping 

magnetite-copper-gold orebody (>250Mt target)

GEOPHYSICS DEFINED AT-

SURFACE ACHATAYHUA 

WALK UP DRILL TARGET WITH 

OUTCROPPING MINERALISATION
GEOLOGICALLY SIMILAR TO 

MAJOR IOCG/CU DEPOSITS
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Acquisition of private Peru company with rights to 

the Achatayhua Project

 Located in world-class IOCG subprovince of south-central Peru

 Over A$1M spent on project geophysics, geochemistry and scoping 
work in last decade or so, in private hands since discovery

 Current target >0.5BT of iron-oxide (magnetite/haematite) with surface 
geochemistry also showing high Cu values 

 Previous exploration targets of >250Mt and >500Mt (Fe-Cu): Tier 1 scale

 Located only 75km from deep water by road (potential port site)

 Supportive local community (government owned land, remote, sparse)

 Management have interest from China, major Australian Fe companies 
to fund project construction upon JORC (2012) resource. Potential for 
quick MOUs and FEED studies.
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Peru – Fastest growing Cu producer globally, 

plenty of Tier 1 deposits

 Peru has doubled production of Cu in the last 12 years due to start of major projects 
such as:

 MMG-owned Las Bambas mine (>350ktpa Cu potential)- 1.8Bt @ 0.58% Cu

 Expansion of Freeport-McMoRan’s (NYSE:FCX) Cerro Verde mine

 Ramp of Glencore’s  Antapaccay and Hudbay Minerals’ (NYSE:HBM) Constancia

 Southern Copper’s US$1.4 billion Tia Maria project in development, expected to 
produce 120,000 tonnes of copper per year over a 20 year mine life

 Anglo American’s US$5.3 billion Quellaveco mine, slated for production in 2022, 
>300ktpa of Cu for first 10yrs life (Reserves 450Mt@ 0.54% Cu)

 Mina Justa under construction (Minsur, 432Mt @ 0.75% Cu reserves) 85km north of 
Achatayhua, neighbouring. Shougang, which produces pelletized iron ore at 
Marcona, expects to increase production to 20Mt in 2020 from about 17Mt in 2019 
having completed a two-phase $1.1 billion expansion aimed at doubling production 
from the 10Mt it produced in 2017.

 One of the lowest operating cost destinations globally for large-scale mines
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Copper & Iron Ore boom in Peru underway

Source: Nazca Resources, 2008

 August 2020: Pampa de Pongo. China’s steelmaker HBIS Group to work together 
with Shandong-based Zhongrong Xinda to develop the mine, slated to cost 
US$2.2B and produce 28Mtpa of iron ore. 

 Chinese Investment Strong: “In the next three years, a wave of Chinese investments worth $10 
billion is expected, in energy and mines, telecommunications, construction and financing”
China’s ambassador to Peru, Jia Guide, Aug 2018.

 Chinalco: US$1.3B expansion of Torromocho copper mine

 Pending: Rio Tinto (La Granja, 3.5Bt @ 0.55% Cu) and First Quantum at Haquira
(680Mt @ 0.6% Cu). First Quantum paid US$460m to acquire the deposit from 
Antares in 2010.
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Copper- Record pricing amid forecast of 

demand driven deficit

 >6.0 Mt/year deficit potentially by year 2030 unless mine development 
accelerates

 World needs +1.2 Mt / year new copper capacity to keep up with growing 
demand to “Realistic” EV Ramp.

 Global grades declining towards 0.5% Cu, Escondida (Chile) grade down 20%

 16.5 Mt of “Potential” Electric Vehicle Cu Demand by 2040* (compared to 
current global supply of 25Mt)- This is 70% of current supply!

 12.3 Mt Solar PV Cu Demand

 7.0 Mt Wind Power Cu Demand

*Matt Watson, Precious Metals Commodity Management LLC, Presentation 3 March 2021
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The People

 Mark Newton (Exec. Chairman): Mark has been working on mining projects in South America for the past 
five years, after a successful career in shipping and logistics,  including running his own business (now with 
70 employees, though no longer owned by Mark) a stint as General Manager of the Port of Newcastle 
and consulting to the WA Government. He has consulted to junior mining companies globally for over 10 
years. This work has been with well-known mining and iron ore companies (such as Arrium, OneSteel) and 
included mineral processing, transport, logistics and mine construction. 

 Geoff Muers (Exec.Director): Geoff is a co-founder of Chala Metals Ltd, and a geologist by background 
who specialises in economic geology. He has worked with mining companies for over 20 years, and spent 
7 years in buy/sell side roles as a mining analyst, focusing on base and precious metals. Since 2013 he has 
advised public and private investors on mining and exploration opportunities globally, and been involved 
as a shareholder and director of private mining-related companies.

 Paolo Diamantino (Manager, Peru): Paulo is co-founder and shareholder of AMP, and current General 
Manager. He is a Navy Captain (retired) and a Mechanical Engineer with Master Degree in Naval 
Sciences and a MBA, having more than 30 years experience in private and public administration, foreign 
trade and diplomatic relations. He has spent the last 8 years in Peru dealing with mineral trading and 
developing mining projects, and has extensive contacts in country.

 Kenneth Leo (Director/Company Secretary): Kenneth holds a Bachelor of Business (Majoring in 
Accounting) from The University of Queensland and is a Chartered Accountant. He is also a full member 
of CPA Australia. Additionally, he graduated with a Juris Doctor (Postgraduate Law degree) from The 
University of Sydney. He is also a Registered Tax Agent.  He has been in the Accounting industry for a 
number of years serving both in the Australian Taxation Office and in private practice.

 Additional Directors to be appointed prior to IPO later in 2021
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Investment Structure: Pre-IPO

Chala Metals Ltd

US$1.03M vendor 
payment by Nov’22

(acquire 100% of Acha)

Additional Cu/other 
projects (pending)

Acquiring 100% of 
AMP (Peru) via Share 
Swap arrangement

IPO Timing 

and 

structure 

negotiated
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Regional Geology: Achatayhua Project

 Achatayhua Project well situated (65km from 
coast, 75km by road)

 Located in major Fe-Cu-Au belt-South Peru

 Well developed geological model, with Cu-
Au skarn targets identified, and geophysics 
conducted, awaiting drilling to confirm 
grades and tonnage potential

 Gold mine >3km away producing at 7g/t Au

 The Southern Peru Copper Belt is an Eocene-
Oligocene-aged belt hosting numerous 
productive copper-gold porphyry and skarn 
systems, including Las Bambas, Tintaya, 
Constancia, Haquira and Antapaccay.

 Recent interest in region from majors (S32, 
FMG etc)

35km
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Right Location with Major Deposits 

Source: Nazca Resources, 2008

 Marcona/Mina Justa 85km north, 1.4Bt @ 
54% fe, Shougang producing up to 
20Mtpa magnetite concentrate, recent 
US$2B expansion.

 Mina Justa under construction, local 
consortium, resource of 413Mt @ 0.79% 
Cu + Ag (IOCG adjacent to Marcona)

 Pampa de Pongo: 863Mt @ 41% Fe, 
0.97% Cu, 0.1g/t Au

 Acari: 20Mt @ 66% Fe

 Cerro Verde (south) 4Bt @ 0.37% Cu

“The launch of Mina Justa comes just two months after Anglo American (LSE:AAL) announced plans to proceed with its Quellaveco mine, which will reportedly cost 

US$5 billion over four years. The company de-risked the project by increasing Mitsubishi’s share from 18.1 percent to 40 percent in exchange for US$833 million” 

https://investingnews.com/daily/resource-investing/base-metals-investing/copper-investing/perus-minsur-approves-mina-justa-copper-mine/  September 2018
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Classic Geological Setting with 

Multiphases- Replica of Las Bambas?

 Geological interpretation of 

Orebody Zonation

 Similarities with giant Las Bambas

deposit (MMG) with exo-skarn and 

porphyry (diorite) hosted 

mineralisation

 At Las Bambas, widespread garnets 

associated with higher grade Cu. 

Also limestone/contact.

 Similar associations identified here, 

with carbonate (marble) and 

monzidiorite contacts hosting Cu 

mineralisation (Las Bambas)100m
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Achatayhua project: Favourable logistics 

 Located only 65km from deep 
water (as crow flies) and potential 
barge operation or port 
construction (private haul road or 
slurry pipeline, coastal processing)

 3900M elevation with electric-
trucks/low opex trucking potential 
for start-up 5Mtpa operation 
(75km by road from site to coast)

 Geological similarities with other 
giant Fe-Cu deposits in Peru (such 
as Las Bambas, MMG, Mina Justa)

 Experienced Spanish-speaking 
Board and Management with 
South American experience
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Right rocks, setting for major discovery

Brecciated and altered textures in Magnetite, Chalcopyrite, Haematite

and Chrysocolla (RHS). Petrographic studies indicate coarse gold present, 

possibly easy processing route to add value with sale of Fe and Cu 

concentrates
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Surface iron-oxide grades (30-60% Fe)

 Numerous 

outcropping 

magnetite/haematite

exposures

 Widespread rock-chip 

sampling shows values 

>40% Fe on average 

with some >60% Fe

 Petrology and 

widespread sampling 

shows large magnetic 

bodies from surface to 

300M to 600M depth

100m
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Grade profile of surface Fe distribution

 Large-scale high 

grade Fe outcrop

 Potentially 50-100Mt 
for every 100m 

depth

 Nearby Marcona

(Shougang) 

produces up to 

20Mtpa from a large 

magnetite deposit 
(the Cu mine, Mina Justa

under construction)

100m
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Rocks: Widespread Cu (>1% common)

 Outcrop of Cu-

stained rocks. 

Chalcopyrite, 

chalcedony

 Widespread rock-chip 

sampling shows values 

>0.2% Cu on average 

with areas >1.0% Cu

 Probability of large Fe-

Cu deposit appears 

real based on both 

geochemistry and 

geophysics
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Outcropping Fe rocks (magnetite, haematite)

 Mineralisation from surface 
(>1km2 exposure of outcrop)

 >4-5 main prospects with walk-
up drill targets, 8km strike length
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Classic Geological Setting with 

Multiphases – Hallmark of a giant

 RC/Diamond drilling; needs minor road 
upgrade

 Initial 1500-2000M RC program planned
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Drilling planned, well-defined 

targets (at least 6 targets identified to date)

 Diamond drilling 

planned May/June; 

minor upgrade to 

existing road with 

drillpad preparation

 Aim to obtain initial 

assays to confirm 

prospectivity

 12-18 holes of 50-

200m depth planned 
across 3 areas
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Outcrop geochemistry points 
to extensive mineralisation
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Metallurgical Work- High grade Fe Concentrate, 

close to deepwater (65km)

 Similar geological setting to Candelaria (Chile), which mines 27Mtpa 

and sells a high grade Fe concentrate, along with 150ktpa of Cu in 
concentrate. Lundin paid US$1.8B for 80% of Candelaria in 2014.

 Original reserves were 470Mt @ 0.95% Cu, 0.1g/t Au and 4g/t Ag

 Strike of this proposed project is 8km long (contact zone) 1km wide

 Tenements >3000Ha, multiple Cu anomalies and magnetic targets

 Coarse crush 212µm produces high grade Fe concentrate:
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Majors increasing interest in Peru Cu

 Nov’2019: Rio Tinto in talks with First Quantum to 

develop La Granja Cu (potential JV)

 March 2020: South 32 renew exploration JV with 
AusQuest (ASX: AQD)

 May 2020: FMG take 20% interest in Canadian 

developer Cadente Copper Corp (1.3Bt @ 0.4% 

Cu)

 Peru is World’s 2nd largest producer of Copper

(Chile is No.1)

 Cu demand forecast to grow with electrification 

and renewables (price recently >US$4.00/lb)

Source: Trading Economics.com
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Proven neighbours: Right location for discovery 

(Peru Cu Belt, Major Cu deposits)

Las Bambas

(MMG)

Candelaria 

(Lundin)

Antamina

(RIO/BHP etc)

Mina Justa

(Marcobre)

‘Acha’ 

(private)

Resource 1.8Bt @ 0.58% Cu 1.2Bt @ 0.64% Cu 3.0Bt @ 0.90% Cu, 
Zn, Ag

432Mt @ 0.75% 
Cu

Not Yet

Iron Oxide Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Endoskarn Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Monzodiorite Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Limestone 

contact

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Garnets Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Production 

History

2016, >350ktpa 
Cu

>25 years
>170kt Cu, 100koz 
Au

>22 years
>450kt Cu, >350kt Zn

Construction NA

Orebody 

Width

>3km >1km >1km >1km total, 

segmented
>1km
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Capital Structure & Budget/Strategy 2021

 Chala Metals to acquire 100% of AMP Peru: Expected to be 

completed via a share-swap arrangement early May

 Tranche 1 Seed Capital raising completed April 2021 (A$0.10/share, 

A$1M target subject to overs)

 Intended IPO (ASX) 2H’2021 @ A$0.20 minimum price raise A$5-10M

 Focus on exploration of the Achatayhua Project, May-July strategy 

complete access road, sampling the 1km of skarn outcrop for Cu-

Au mineralisation, define drilling targets

 Additional mapping and sampling, and drilling planned for 2H’2021

 Due diligence on additional Cu projects underway
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Potential IPO Structure

Chala Metals Ltd

A$16-20M market 
cap 

(A$EV <A$12M)

Potential re-rate on 
high grade results

Target market cap? 
JORC target >100Mt

IPO AS$5M to A$10M
IPO Investors 25-35M 

shares (A$0.20) 

Cheap for a 

potential Tier-1 

target?

Depends on 

grade and drilling 

results, target 

maiden JORC 

2022 *

*Subject to refinement of 

exploration plan, available 

funding and exploration 

success
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Budget: Current Budget to July 2021

Enquiries: geoff@chalametals.com

Use of Pre IPO Funds (3 budgets based on expected outcomes) A$ A$ A$
Cash expenses relating to fund raising including broker fees, 
admin and marketing expenses

$55,000 $75,000 $90,000

Peru admin/holding costs $45,000 $55,000 $65,000

Australian admin, marketing and management expenses $50,000 $65,000 $85,000

Achatayhua community costs, road upgrades $65,000 75,000 85,000

Surface mapping, trenching and rock chips $80,000
(1000 samples)

$100,000
(1500 samples)

$120,000
(2000 samples)

Maiden drilling program (diamond drilling, field support and 
related costs)

$210,000
(1200 meters)

$270,000
(1500 meters)

$360,000
(2000 meters)

Assay costs, geological supervision and ancillary expenses of 
drilling program

$140,000 $170,000 $220,000

Contingency costs (and IPO preparation costs) $105,000 $250,000 $305,000

Total $750,000 $1,000,000 A$1,250,000
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Appendix: May-July focus – Define Cu/Au skarn targets

 1km of combined 
outcropping ExoSkarn
mineralisation (orange 
unit shown, adjacent)

 Nearby Skarn (not Chala
asset) has grades 3-4% 
Cu and 3-4g/t Au

 Trenching, mapping, 
>2000 samples planned 
ahead of drilling

 45km of road upgrade 
to start shortly, complete 
by July is the target
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Appendix: Previous reports & exploration targets

 Kumar, R and Mukherjee, Dr.A, 2013. Achatayhua IOCG Property in 

the Peruvian Highlands, NMDC June 2013 “Main body exceeds 

200Mt (55% Fe, 0.25% Cu, 33ppb Au).

 Henderson, S. 2013. Achatayhua Project- Peru A Significant IOCG 

Opportunity. Outcrop of iron oxide, copper and bare gold more 
than 200m wide and 600m long. Mineral estimate 140Mt @ 45-64% 

Fe, 0.3% to 1.5% Cu and 0.1ppm Au. Strong magnetite anomalies 

beyond 175M deep.
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Appendix: Target 3 Cuerpos – Rock Chip Sampling
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Well defined outcropping ‘orebody’ target

Source: Nazca Resources, 2008

2km
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Massive IOCG/Skarn target (Fe-Cu-Au)

Source: Nazca Resources, 2008


